Are you looking for ways to be more creative with individualised decor styles and industrial production runs in small lot sizes? And do you want to break the conventional thinking of repeating patterns every 140 cm? Industrial digital printing machines and inks are now available, as well as the optimal paper for different laminates: IJ-DEKOR®.

IJ-DEKOR® is the ideal paper solution for presenting high-resolution print quality for a broad range of inkjet printing systems. The base papers for our IJ-DEKOR® are specially manufactured and refined with an ink-receiving layer or are treated in the paper machine for the inkjet process.

What are you waiting for? Find your solution.

IJ-DEKOR® PREMIUM
Inkjet decor paper with an ink-receiving layer for digital printing with photo quality on an industrial scale

IJ-PRIP®
Pre-impregnated paper suitable for all ink systems and universally applicable as conventional foil

IJ-DEKOR® STANDARD
Inkjet decor paper with a special surface for industrial applications in single-pass and multipass digital printing machines

IJ-DEKOR® PURE
Pure fibre web for digital printing – suitable as transparent print layer. Can be laminated with opaque coloured underlays or directly on to other substrates (e.g. plywood)
WE LOOK FORWARD TO SERVING YOU.
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